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ABSTRACT

In order to devise rational tests and performance requirements for combustible

linings in various positions in buildings it is necessary to have some quantitative

design criter~a either from direct experience or from research. There are still

many difficulties in presenting a clear description of the processes of fire

growth and the contribution of the many factors Lnvelved, In parallel with an

international study covering the factors in fire growth , c eortaf.n fundamental

features are being stuclied in detail$ and this report is one of a series investi

gating the cr:haracteristics of flames beneath various kinds of ceiling.

At some stage i~ the growth of a fire in an enclosed space the flames from

materials on the floor are deflected by the ceiling and extend horizontally. It

was shown in part 1 that $ even when the ceiling is incombustible, the horizontal

flames dramatically increase the radiation to unbuT'V.il:l fuel away from the fire

and this alone leads to fire spread irl1'8spective of other influences.

This report shows that a combustible lining will cause an increase in the

length of t he horizontal flames and a more rapid increase in the intensity of

downward radiation than an incombu,stible one. The types of lining investigated

were all cellulose-based building boards and with most of these (including

untreated fibre insulating board) the lengths of horizontal flames depended em the

size Glf the fire on the floor; when this was restricted fire would spread

indefinitely beneath only one of the boards tested, a stove-enamelled hardboard.

Apart from this material, differences between linings lay in the rate of increase

of downward radiation much more than in the intensity finally attainedo

The measurements of downward radiation were used to estimate the spread of

fire over a narrow strip of combustible material on the floor, the assumption

was made that the flames from a narrow strip would be small so that they weul.d

not affell3't the ceiling fire and i"twas found that the initial rate of spread

varied with performance of the material on the Fire Pr-cpagatd on Test. The final



rate of spread with the exception of stove-enamelled hardboard did not depend on

the type of lining.

The importance of the initial rate of spread would be greatly increased

where 'feedback' from a larger floor fire to the ceiling fire could occur because

the spread would in effect thew be an accumulation of successive initial rates

of spread and would accelerate until other factors such as a shortage of oxygen

interveneda It appears that under these circumstances the performance of a

cellulose based board in the Fire Propagation Test is a good measure of its

hazard when used as a ceiling liningo
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF FLAMES UNDER CEILlliGS
TO FIRE SPREAD lli COMPARTMENTS

Part II Combustible ceiling linings

by

Po Lo Hinkley and Ho Wraight

SUMMARY

Part 1 or this report described flames originating rrom a rire on a floor
of a corridor and def'Lect ed horizontally by an Il:noombustible ceiling. The
present lteport described f'ur-ther experiments with a combustible ceiling lining
or combustible cellulose-based building boards. .A combustible ceiling results in
longer f'Lame s , higher intensities of radiation to the f'Lo or- and a raster rate or
increase or radiation than 11m incombustible one with similar thermal constants.
However~ with most linings rlames will ll@t spread inderinitely rrom a limited
rloor rire; in this respect the indefinite spread or stove enamelled hardboard
was exceptional.

The rate or increase or radiation was related to the perrormance of .the
material in the Fire Propagation Test; the maximum intensity of radiatio:q was not
so related but did not dirfer greatly between materials except f'or- stove-enamelled
hardboard 0

The rate of spread of f'Lr-e along a b.arrdl.1lVstJbi:p~.ot!.:woo!l"on.uthe.cf!moJOrbeneath

a burning ceiling lining has been calculated and the results related to the index
of performance on the Fire Propagation Test.

KEY WORDS~ Fire spread~ Cei]ing~ Linings~ Heat transrer~ Burning rate~ Flame.
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THE CONTlrrnUTTOJN OF FLAMElS UNlDElR CEnJ;NGS~

TOFIRE SPREAD IN COMll?ARTMlj}N]S

Part II Combustible ceiling linings

by

P. L. Hinkley and H. Wraight

1. INTR01DUCTION

The first part of this report described a study of flames which originated

from a fire on the floor and were deflected horizontally by an incombuSitible

ceiling. Such flames were found to be much longer than vertical ones from the

same size of fire.

The radiation from the horizontal portions of the flames and the hot ceiling

was found to be sufficient to dramatically increase the rate of spread of fire

within a ?ompartment. It is to be expected that, if the ceiling is lined with

a combustible material, the horizontal flames will become even longer when the

lining ignites and the downward radiation will increase~ resulting in an eVen

faster rate of spread of fire. This has been confirmed by some small scale

experiments carried out by At allah
1

in which the effect of a combustible lining

was simulated by the injection of town gas downwards through a ceiling of porous

refractory bricks.

The present report described an experimental investigation of the influence

of various types of cellulosic building board ceilirtg linings on the horizontal

flames and the o.ownward radiation from them.

2. EXPERIMENTAL .ARRANGEMENTS

The experimental apparatus used for these experiments (Figo1) was described

in Part Iof this report
2

and represented the ceiling of a corridor with a fire

on the floor at one end. The ceiling made of asbestos wood, was 7.3 metres long,

1 ~2 wide and mounted 1.8 metres above the concrete floor of thellll)b0ratory;

a town gas burner simulating the floor fire was situated 66 em beneath the rear

end. Screens extending downward from the sides and rear of the ceiling channelled

the hot gases beneath ito

A lining of building board extended from the rear end of the ceiling for a

distance of 4.4 metres; the lining was nailed to 38 x 19 mm timber battens which

were bolted to the ceiling in the pattern shown in Fig.2. The nails were at

the distan<lJ'eapart recommended by the manufacturers of the boards.

lDepending on the thickness of the board the bottom of the lining was

63-64 em above the burner. Full sized, 8 ft x 4 f't , (2,,4 m x 1 02 m ) sheets wer'e

used because small sheets of lining materials were expected to become detached

~rnm the ceiling. The first sheet extended to 2.4 metres from the rear of the



3 .. 1., Radiation

r.:r'he intensity of ratffiiation downwards was measured by six

radiometers3 level with the tOF of the burner along the centre line

of the corridor in the positions shown in Fig.i. The intensity of

radiation downwards 60 em from the rear of corridor was measured by

~ total radiation pyrometer.

302. Heat Transfer to the Ceiling

The rate of hBat transfer to the ceiling was measured at three

points (003, 2.0 and 3.8 metres from the rear) by copper block calori

meters (Appendix 1). The calorimeters at 0.3 and 2.0 metres from the

rear were removed after 3 minutes ta avoid overheating them but the one

308 metres from the rear remained in position throughout each experiment.

3.3. Temperatures of stream of hot gases

The vertical temperature distributions within the layer of hot

gases flowing beneath the ceiling were measured at 200 and 3.8 metres

from the rear end by vertical columns of 22 SWG chromel-alumel thermo

couples 2~ 5, 10, 15~ 20~ 25, 301 35, 40 and 45 em beneath the ceiling

lining.

3 ..4. Burning rate of ceiling lining

It section of the building board lining 30 ern square near t he end of

the lining fUITthest from the rear of the corridOIT' was weighed during each

experiment. This piece of board was attached to narrow strips of asbestos

millboard which were fastened to a horizontal steel plate suspended from

one arm of a balance through a 31 em square hole in the ceiling. T.he use

of a steel plate in place of asbestos reduced errors due to loss of

moisture. To reduce leakage of hot gases through the g~ps around the

edges of the steel plate, an asbestos cover with small h01es for the

suspension wires was placed over the hole in the ceiling~ The balance

was fitted with an automatic weight unloading device (Appendix 2) which

recorded the times for the los& of weight at 10 gram intervals.

3 ~5" Visual observations

.u. tape recorded commentary was made during each experiment, this

included visual estimlaltes of flame length against a scale painted on

the inside of the side screens.

4. LINING MJ!'.TERIA':LS

Experiments were carried out with eight types of cellulosic building

board linings; the lower surfaces of some were painted (Table 1)" The

classifications of the baar-ds em both the Spread of -Flame test4 and the

Fire Propagation TBst5 were determined, generally using Qoff cuts' from

the boands uaed line the corridor.
- 2 -



4. LINlNG MATERULS (Continued)

For the Spread of Flame test only four samples instead of the six specified

in the Standard were avad.Lab Iie , This led to a difficulty in calculating the

'effective flame spread' (x ) which, when six specimens are tested, is obtained
e

frGm the formula
( n =: 6

x ::: X + 1,,04
(
~ (x - x)

e ( n
( n ::: 1

2 ) 1

~ 2

)

where x is the mean flame spread calculated from the individual results

Xi' x
2

etc. To obtain an approximately equivalent 'eff~ctive flame spread' with
lie

four specimens the cens't ant 1 ~04 was multiplied by (6/4)2 and became 1 ..27 •

The test ratings ef many of the bear-ds ~·particulaFly the painted ones, were

lower than those usual.Iy associated with materials of the same type
6; this may

have been due to the paints ne t having been applied by professional painters.

5 0 EXPERIMEN'IS PERFORMED

Two experiments were carried out with the ceiling lined with each of the

boards listed in Table 1" the rate of flow of town gas to the burner in each

of these experiments was 125 cm3/s per em width of burner. The rate of heat

transfer to the ceiling over the burner to an incombustible ceiling at this rate

of gas flow was about 10 W/cm
2

wh.i.chwas sufficient to ignite all the combustible

boards tested.

Experiments with ~ ceiling lined with untreated fibre board were also carried

out at tGwn gas flow rates of 83 and 300 cm3/s per em width of burner. In these

experiments the lining was bolted direetly to the asbestos wood ceiling.

Measurements of heat flow to the ceiling were made only at 308 metres from the

rearr of the corridor model.

*This is a numerical eorrection for the reduced number of specimens. However
the reduction in the number of specimens will result in a decreased level of

and strictly the constant should be even greater to restore
the Qriginal level of significanoeo This would lead to an even greater
'effective flame spread' 0

- 3 -



Table 1

Details of Boards

, v
~ i><t

~ 1<0 0 s::: ,<iJIE'! 1'<\ i>,(l) v- tH s::: s::: 0
0 s +'+' R o or-! rd Oorl s:::

o .,"i cd Cl ""iw cU +>·rl +' .r!
Type of Surface ~ '61J r-i > El 1<0 +' m:'J (l) til+' cd

cO .r-! .r-! (l)

i1~
H (l) cU I<O+> (l)

building board Treatment til El +' N rei p,+,o cU til 0
t<:l i» H 0 0 orl ' til -r-l P, (l) >:i
(l) .p (l) ::i H .,....

~
(l)~ (l)~ o +' cU

s:: .r! "Q rei P-J I 0 r-1 S·r! H
~~ til E-i s:: P-J s t>t cd cU til P,

0 >:j 0 cd 0 R.-1t1l 0

] (l) 0'--' -r-i ~ cU (l) ~

A ~ A ::i S .-1 H H
E-J til 0 O·rl (l)

:z< (:q p,

A
Fibre insulating

None 1.27 0~25 5.2 x 10-q - 4 ,75~3board

~i3
Fibre insulating 3 coats 1.27 0.25 5.2 x 10-4 0040 4 42.0

board emulsion paint 0.29

C
Fibre insulating 2 coats 1027 0.25 5.2 x 10-4 0.37 4 53.5board chlorinated 0.27rubher paint

Impregnated Surface
10-4 *n Fibre insulating already treated L27 0.30 5.5 x - 1 18.7

board by manufacturer -I,

E' Me:dium 1 coat 1.27 0.56 15.7 10-Q 1.09- 2 23.7plastic paint xhardboard 1.;09

:Ii" Standa:rrd 2 coats 0.32 1.00 14.0 x 10-4 0.13 2 16.5
hardboard intumescent 0.14paint

Impregnated None 0.64 0.46 5.8 x 10-4 - 4 29.7
~. medium

hardboard

Tempered Stove-enamelled 0.32 1.00 14.0 x 10-4 - 3 40.6H: hardboard -

*Tested earlier6

The speci~ic heat of these boards was
taken as being similar to that for cellulose,

-1 ~1
I.e. 1.64 Jg deg C

-4-



Tahle 2

Visual observations of burning of ceiling lining

,

~Times in minutes
'5-

Ceiling
or S Q)

oj))

~
ft .£:1 CO

~S ";j H +'lining oM H ~ i>-.,

t ~
~

Q) +' Q() ..q rl ~
+' (,1j @

~ +' ;;::: S >:1 Q C\-; oM
0 rd rl Q) C\-; (j) (j) (1j S

w ,0 (l) F'I .£:1 (1j 0>-1 (1j S S rl S (l) ~+' e a: o o,~ 0 oM OM ~ 1-4 .... 1 n
n eo 1-4 +' ~ +> 1-4 N (l) S

Q IT! oil" ;;:::

~ ~
~ C\-; Q) tU

~
0 oM

OM -s> 0 <Q H
~:::l

o, ~ +> N ..1
,-j ,(1 '+:' ~--l rl N rl ,el '+:'
oM oM E ~ Q) C\-; (j) S flO
(i)i p:, Q) S !=1

Cl H uri C\-; ill
8 Or-!

A
Uhtreated fibre 10 3 10 20 0 703 1
insulating board 10 3 10 22 0 7.3+ 1

13'
Fibre insulating board 20 4 13 21 1.2 500 1
with emulsion paint 15 3 16 22 L3 5.5 1

Fibre insulating
3 12 2,3 0 505 1~

C board with chlorinated 30 <: 10 5.5 2rubber paint oJ

Impregnated
55 4 14 18 0.5 7.3 6D fibre insulating
45 4 17 20 1.5 6.0 5board

E
Medium handb eard 65 8 25 36 0.,0 7.3 4
with plastic paint 8 21 32 1.5 6.0 3

standard hardboard 80 4 8 14 0 7.,3 4F with intumescent 6 1 15 0 703 5pad.rrt

G
Impregnated 17 3 7 11 0 7.3 5
medtium hardboard 15 4 8 0 4.5 2

*
stove~namelled 2 1+ 5 0 7.,3+* 1

H tempered 35 2 = 6 0 7.3+ 1
hardboard

*Flames about 3 metres hf.gh out of end of
corridor

**Either board had burnt away or flaming had
died down



6. EXPERIMENTAEc RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Visual observations of burning of ceiling linings

The times taken for the ceiling lining to ignite are given in

Table 2; they varied from 10 seconds for untreated fibre insulating

board to abeu t 2 minutes for hardboard treated with intumescent paint.

After ignition, the flame length in~reased to a maximum which was

greater than the length of the ceiling lining 9 both the maximum flame

length and the time to reach it depended on the type of lining (Table 2).

Generally they were' -@lhly small difference s in maximum flame lengths except

for stove-enllUUelled hardboard (H) which produced large volumes sf flame

extending t@ a height of ab@ut: 3 metres eut of the end ef the corrid:®r with

some flames emerging beneath the side screens. The time taken for the flames

te reach their maximum length varied from about 1 to 5 nu.nut.e s , and was

greatest for mater£als with g00d ratings in the Fire Propagation Test.

Generally the flame length remained ne~ the maximum for 3 or 4

minutes and then decreased a minimum which Was less than the length of

the ceiling lining. The flame tips then tended to advance a second time

as the ceiling lining burnt away. However with hardboard treated with

intumescent paint (F) ann st@ve-enamelled hardboard (H), once the flames

had extended beyond the end ef the ceiling lining they did n@t retreat

unt:Ll the li.ning was nearly burnt away.

After a few minutes (Table 2) pieces ef' the ceiling lining started

t e fall t@ the f'Le er' where they generally IC:flnt::fumed burnang, w:ith all the

materials except the st6Jve=enamelled har.dboar-d , pieces of beard ef' the

erde r- ef' 50 em square curled downwards and hung by ene edge for some time

befere falling off J this was generally accompanied by an increase in

flamiing due apparently to the material burning on its upper surface and to

increase mixing within the layer of het gases caused by the '{@Jk:lstructic')ll

in the gas stream.

The times at which the first sheet €If' the lining material had burnt away

are given in Table 2 J at this stage the wGOden studding was contributing

significantly to the fire. There was generally a pause of the order of

a minute before the sec0nd sheet started to fall. The experiment was

terminated either when all the second sheet had burnt away or the flaming

had died down. A considerable length of the lining material s eme't.Lmes

remained in position at this stage (Table 2) although badly charred.

6.2. Vertical temperature distribution in hot gas layer

Typical vertical temperature profiles (at the time when the flame

length was a maximum) 2 metres from rear of the corridor are shown

in Figs 3aand 3b. These temperatures are only appr-eod.mabe Iy c ompar-ab'Le

- 6 -



6. EXPERD.1ENJI'~ RESUL':l)"S .ANN DISCUSSION (eontd)

6.2. Vertical temperature distribution in hot gas layer (contd)

with those in Part 1 of this repoJrl because the 22 SWG the:bino00nple13!were

~lch more subject to radiation errors than the 40 SWG ones used previously

T'he maximum temperature incfeased from 6000e to about 750~800oe when a

combustible lining was substituted for an asbestos wood one. Generally

the maximum temperature occurred abo~ 10 em below the ceiling and the shapes

of the temperature profiles were characteristic of those obtained in previous

experiments when the layer of hot gases contained sufficient air for complete

combustion of the fue]. gases~

This did not apply for stove enamelled hardboard, the shape of the

temperature profile obtained with this material showed that the layer was

fuel=rich.

Generally the depth of the layer of hot gases was little changed by

lining the ceiling with a combustible material~ this confirmed that the mass

of fuel gases emitted by t~ burning ceiling was small compared with the mass

of hot gases resulting from the floor fire and the entrainment of air by the

vertical flames.

6.30 Radiation d0wnwards

Fig 4 shows the variation with time of the intensity of radiation down

wards from the bottom of the layer of hot gases 2.5 metres from the rear of

the corridor when this was lined with the various types of board; each line

represents the mean of two exper-Lmerrbs , The intensity increased more rapidly

with a combustible ceiling lining than with an asbestos wood one and the

maximum intensity was generally much longer. The differences are greater

than can be explained by differences in the thermal properties of the

materials; a perfectly insulating ceiling would result in a maximum

intensity of about 1<>0 W/cm2 at 205 metres from the rear of the corridor at

the gas flow of 125 cm3/s per em width used on the present experiments.

The intensity then remained at a high level until most of the first

sheet of lining had burnt away. There c,w.~re considerable fluctuations in

intensity; large increases were generally associated with large pieces of

the lining becoming partly detached from the e:eililing and hanging by one edge.

This occurred at roughly the same times in the two experiments with anyone

materiaL

The variation of the intensity of radiation with distance along the

corridor at 3 minutes after the commencement of the experiments with the

var-Lous lining materials is shown in Fig 05e The intensity at the flame tips
2 2

was of the order of 1.0 W/cm but could fluctuate between 0.5 and 1.5 W/cm

acc or-dd.ng to whether the flames were advancing under a cold ceiling or receding



693 e Radiation downward,ticontd)

The d.i.sb arrce from the rear of the corridor over which the intensity

exceeded 1 ~O W/cm2 at the time of the first maximum is given in Table 2;
also shown is the rate of flow of town gas needed to produce the same flame

length with an asbestos wood at equilibrium~ the data being taken

f'r-em Part I of the report. There was r-omar-kab'Iy Iittle difference between

the types of materials sted for st(j'de enamelled hardboar-d ; with

this material the

along the length of the

of L"~U~tiv~U'rl remained approximately constant

at a-bout 4- W/em
2

during the period of

intense flaming9 With the other materials the increase in the flame length

due to the was the same as that which would have been

produced beneath the unlined asbestos ceiling by doubling the rate of burning

of the primary fire 0 When the flow of hot gases was nof disturbed by detached

the intensi

with distance along the CV~"~~'LV~

t o a first eppr-oximatri.on , exponentially

with hardboard (Figo6) 0

260

R1.lI;te of flow of t OWIl

gas with asbestos
for

similar radiation
at equilibrium

per em width

7

cf
exceeded

W/!:;m?c
m '""

49

IDistanee
over-

Impregnated
board

E Medium hardboard with
aint

A Untreated fibre

F Standard hardboard with
aix1t

280

G Impregnated med.tum hardboard

H Stoved>enamelled tempered
hardboard



and

where

6. EXPERIMENT'AL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (Corrt d )

6.3. Radiation downwards (contd)

Ix /1
2• 5

=e =K(x = 285) (1 )

.X wiils a,isi;ance from the Fear of the corridor in metres

I was the intensity at x metres from the rearx
I 2• 5was

the intensity at 2 0 5 metres from the rear

K was eenst.arrt having a value of about 0.45 m-1 fcor the
linings tested.

This value of K could be obtained with an unlined ceiling by increasing the

town gas flow rate by a factor of about 3.5 to 450 cm3/ s , This must be compared

with the factor of 2 by which it would be necessary to increase the town gas

flow I" ate to obtain the same flame length with an unlined ceiling as was

CDbtained with most types of Iined ceilings (p.8)

It is evident that the effects of lining the ceiling with a combustible

beard cari:n.trtbe oonsidered simply as equivalent to an increase in size of

the primary fire e

In the experiments with the ceiling lined with fibre insulating board

and a town gas flow rate of 83 cm3/s per em width~ the rate of increase of

intensity ofradia:tionwas about half that when the town gas flow rate was

125 cm3;s per em width and the level of steady radiation was also about half;

its distribution along the corridor was still given by equation (1) with

K:~;~ ~Oo4.·· The f·lames were about one metre sher-ter , this difference was

similar to that observed with an incombustible ceiling.

The effect of lining the ceiling with fibre insulating board (compared

with ian· asbes,tos board) was greater at the lower rate of flow of town gas

than at t'he<higherone ~

Whertthe· ceiling was lined with fibre insulating board and the town

gas f10w·rate increased to 300 em3/ S $ the steady distribution of radi.ation

dGiWrtwa:rdswas no longer exponential and the intensity near the burner was

lower than with ahunlined ceiling (Fig 7). The experiments with the

asbesttOs' ceiling had shown that at this rate of town gas flow the layer

contained barely sufficient oxygen for complete combustion of the town

gas, it followBthat the add'itionalfuel gases provided by the burning

ceiling lining resulted in the layer becoming fuel~rich which resulted in

the reduced rates of heat transfer near the burner.

The· effect of a ceiling~ both unlined and lined with fibre

insulating board , on the distance over whi.ch the downward intensity of
2

radiation exceeds 00 W/cm shown in Table 40



T1'l:ble 4

Gas flow rate Distance in metres over which intensity at floor
cm3/s per em level exceeded 1.0 W/cm2

width of NQ Incombustible Fibre insulating
corridor '1' *ce~~ng ceiling board ceiling

83 0.9 1.3 4.5
125 1.5 2.5 5.2

*Calculated from configuration fact0r of
vertical flames assuming intensity
of radiation at their surface of

10.0 W/cm2

2T'he distance over which the intensity exceeded 1.0 Wjcm at the

higher gas flow was doubled by substituting a combustible for an

incombustible ceiling, whereas it was trebled at the lower gas flow,

i.e. the contribution of a combustible ceiling lining to fire spread

on the floor is relatively greater if the ceiling ignites when the

primary fire on the floor is only small.

6.4. Heat transfer to ceiling

The heat transfer to each of the copper blocks in the ceiling had

generally attained a roughly steady value (Table 5) before the two nearest

the rear were removed (about 3~ minutes after ignition of the town gas

burner). When the ceiling was lined with hardboard treated with intumescent

pa-iIl1t the rates of heat transfer were still rising and the values

immedi.ately before removal of the blocks are given.

The heat transfer to the ceiling over the burner (0.3 metres from

the rear) at aJ given time was generally less than that to an asbestos

ceiling at the same timetaf'ter the commencement of the experiment and was

always less than the equilibrium transfer (Fig 8). This may have been

due to the presence beneath the ceiling of a layer of hot gases (resulting

from the decomposition of the lining) which was cooler than the fl~es.

The heat transfer to the ceiling at 2.0 metres from the rear was

about the same as the downward radiation at that point i.e.. about

2.0-2.5 Wjcm~ 8X0Bpt for stove-enamelled hardboard when it was about
24.0 Wjcm •

The heat transfer at 3.8 metres from the rear was about the same

a;s at 2.0 metres and was much greater than the downward intensity of'

radiation. The convective transfer was therefore prebably greater at

3.8 metres than at 2.0 metres from the rear. It is possible that the

rate of heat transfer was partly controlled by the "negative feedback"

- 10 -



6. EXPERJJv'J:ENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (Contd)

6.4-. Heat transfer to ceiling (Contd)

effect arising from a layer of relatively cool de compoe.Lt i.on preducts

beneath the ceiling. .A:ny decrease in heat transfer would lead to a

decrease in decomposition rate and hence an increase in heat transfer.

Table 5

C0pper block calorimeter results

Heat transfer to ceiling 3-5 minutes

af'ter ignition W/cm
2-, ";

Ceiling lining
lDistance from rear of corridor

i *0.3 m 2.0 m 3.8 m

A Urrtz-e abe.d fibre insulating 6.5 2.3 3.0
board

,

B Fibre insulating board with 5.3 2.0 2.5
emulsion paint

G " <Fibre insulating board with 506 2.1 2.5
. ,', chlorinated rubber paint

D" Impregnated fibre insulating 5.0 1.9 2.0
board

E Medi.um hardboard with plastic 5.5 205 2.0
pa,int

F Standard hardboard with 800 205 2.6
iptumescent paint

G· Impregnated medium hardboard 5.5 1.9 1.7

H Stove-enamelled tempered 7.0 3.0 307
. hardboard

"-Unlined **asbestos 9.6 - -
, (at e quf.Ldbr-Lum)

*Values are the mean from; two expertlmerrt.ss

** 2Value obtained using water flow calorimeter

~ 11 -



6. EXPER.JIMENTALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION (eontd)

6.5~ Burning rate of ceiling liniE:,g

Atypical record of the loss of weight of the weighed portion

of the ceiling lining (4 metres from the rear of the corridor) is

shown in Figo9~ after a few minutes the burning rate became

appro~mately s'teady'£omf most of the remaining pe]"'iod of an experiment.

The steady burning rates and the corresponding mean heat transfer rates

are given in Table 6. The burning rates of fibre insulating board are

lower than those of hardboard and aare further decreased by surface lInd

impregnation treatments • Stove-enamelled handboaard had a burning rate

which was much greater than that of any 0ther material "'Les'ted.

The burning rate of fibre insulating board (both treated and

untreated) is shown as a function of heat transfer rate in Fig.10.

The burning rate of vertical specimens in front of a radiant pane17

lIre also shown on the same figure. The burning rate increased with

heat transfer and there was little difference between treated and

untreated fibre insulating board ceiling linings. The burning rates

of the ceiling linings~ which W<ere 1.27 em thick~ were approximately

comparable with the 205 em thick vertical specimens and considerably

lower than the values ffor the t. 27 em thick ones. Possiblg the burning

rate of the ceiling lining was reduced by the presence of the steel '

plate above it e

The burning rates of the denser materillLls were higher than that

of fibre insulating board at similar rates of he atrrtpansf'er , ~e net

heat output ~ assuming complete combustion of the emitted volatiles and

that they had the same calorific value as those from wood, was given

approximately by 1.5 x 104 Mil wicm
2

, wher-e Mil was the burning rate

per cm
2

of ceilingo The heat losses by conduction, into the ceiling and

side screens 9 and by radiation downwards from the hot gas layer, and

also the heating of the air entrained by this layer were all calculated

by methods similar to those used in Part 1 of this report
2

, and in

Table 7 are compared with the net heat output. Because of the

relatively short; time=constant of the ceiling boards used, about

1=2 minutes, they could be regarded as being in a state of thermal

equilibrium during most of the duration of the experiment, Lnc Ludd.ng

the period of steady burning rate.

= 12 =



6. EXPEJR!DENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (Corrtd )

6.50 Burning rate of ceiling lining (Contd)

Talhle 6

Burning rate and heat transfer

Ce iling lining

Period of
steady
burning

min

,

Steady
burning
rate

Mean heat Heat per
transfer during unit
steady burning mass

burned

A Fibre insulating board 3

, .

G Impregnated mediurrl 5
hardboard

B Fibre insulating board 1
with emulsion paint 1

to g m=2 =1 W/cm2 J'"s

15 2 0 9 2.6 99000

I

14 202 2.3 10 9500

16 2.1 107 8?100

18 2 02 2.0 9 ~ 100

13 2.6 2.1 8?100

18 2.1 2e 1 10,000
20 2.0 L7 8?500

16 3.9 1.9 4~900

13 3.6 2.0 5?500

9 5.1 2.. 9 5~700

18 3.5 2e3 6~600

10 306 1.8 5~000

4 13.1 4.6 3?500
5 13.9 4.0 2,900

7
6

from

Impregnated fibre
in9ulating board

C Fibre insulating board 4
with chlorinated

rubber paint 1

H Stove~enamelled ~erea 2~
hardboard 2

D

E Medium har-dboar-d with 4
pl~stic paint 5

F Standard hardboard witt 6
intumescent paint 8

= 13 =



6" EXPERIMENTAL RESUTIlffi AND DISCUSS][(QJN (Contd)

6.5. Burning rate of ceiling lining (Contd)

Table 7
Partial Heat Balance

All v:alues in W/cm2

1 3 4 5 6

A Untreated fibre 4,,3 1.,8 1.,1 1.8 4.7
insulating board

B Fibre insulating board 3,2 101 1.,0 1.9 4.0
with emulsion paint

C Fibre insulating board
with chlorinated r-ubber 306 1.1 1.1 1 .6 3.8
paint

D Impregnated fibre 3.1 1.0 008 1.3 3.1
insulating board

E Medium hardboard with 5 ..6 1.,1 102 1.8 4.1
plastic paint

F Standard hardboard wit} 605 1 ..2 1.5 1.2 3.9
intumescent :paint

G Impregnated medium 5.3 1.0 1.0 1.3 3.3
hardboard

:

H Stove-enamelled
tempered hardboard 20,2 1.8 3.2 2.1 7.1

For fibre insulating board, both treated and untreated, the net

heat output and total heat loss were approximately the same, but fer the

other types of board the net heat output of the volatiles, if they were

completely burned, was higher than the total heat loss, by a factQr of

three in the case of stove-enamelled hardboard, With these materilmls



6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOlTIT (Contd)

6.50 Burning rate of ceilias lini~ (Contd)

combustion must have been incomplete otherwise the temperature and downward

radiation would have increased from the rear of the model towards the front

whereas the measurements showed a decrease except for stove=enamelled hardboard

when the downward radiation varied only slight1y with distanceo

The rate of combustion was generally not limited by the air content of

the layer of hot gases 0 The upward of entrainment of air into

the layer was unlikely to have been very different from that measured with

an incombustiblE? ceiling oeo labant 2 Om/B) and this was sufficient for

the combustion of volatiles emitted at a rate of 5 g m=28 ~1 which was

higher than that measured for any material except stove~enamelledhardboard.

The inoomplete combustion could have been due to a lack of mixing within the

layer resulting in an aocumulation of decomposition products and combustion

products beneath the

The rate of of the volatile s from stove~enamelled hardboard

was probabLy controlled by the rate of entrainment of air at the base of the

layer. A rate of 2 would give a heat output of 785 W/cm
2

which agrees

wi th the estimate d heat loss of 7.1 W/om
2

0

6.6. Anomalous behaviour of stove~enamelled hardboard

The aneme.l.ous behaviour of stove~e:namelled hardboard may ihave been due

to an Lner-ease in mixing within the layer. This could have been caused by

the gases from the hardboard being emitted as through pin holes which

appeared in the relatively intact ove-enameL'Ied coating. Plate 1 shews

a piece of stove~enamelledhardboard supported horizontally (stove~enamelled

side down) f'r-errt of a small em square) radiant paneL; the jets of

flame spurting downwards can be easily seen. This is contrasted with

untreated fibre board in Plate 2 9 in this instance there are

merely small tenuous flames close to the surface of the fibreboardo !nether

type of d hardboard did nef jets of flame when tested

in front of the radiant panel J the flames from it resembled those from fibre

insulating board.

Hardboard coated with intu.mesce:rL1rt paint produced a few jets of flame ~

however~ these did not cause large flames similar to those observed with

stove~enamelled hardboarda

Increased mixiD,g within the layer may also have been partly responsible

for the Lncrease in downward intensity observed Vifih.en pieces of ceiling

lining hung downwards thus partly obstructing the flow of hot gases o



6070 Effect of downward radiation on fire spread along floor

The times taken for fire to spread along a wooden strip on the floor to

various distances from the primary fire (Fig o 11 ) with dif~erent types of

ceiling lining were calculated from tte e::xperimental data on downward

radiation using a simple electrical analogue 0 The' following assumptions

were made~~

1) The floor was assumed to behave as a semi-infinite solid

hav~ng a density of 0.5 g/em3~ thermal conductivity of
=1-1 . =2-1

0.00'12 W em degC and a specific heat of 1 ~4 J em SEW

2) Cooling was Newtonian with ~. oens-barrt of 000025 W cm=2 degCJ=1.

Table i
Analogue equivalents

Q;lp,antity Heat problem
Analogue

equivalent

Potent:i.al 1 deg C 10=2y

Time '1 s 10=2s
'.

Energy flux 1 W/cm
2

2039pA

Resistance 1 deg C
2 =1

4.1 8X1 03 ...D-em W

Capacitance 1 J
=2

deg
-1

2.39X1 O=~Fem C
~'

3) The floor ignited when its upper surface attained a temperature

of 260 deg C above ambient 0

4) The burning floor had no effect on the intensity of radiation

downwards from the burning ceiling 0

5) The shape of the radiation - time curve was independent of

position; and the intensity of radiation at any point was

derived by multiplying the intensity at 205 metres by a

constant factor which was derived from the e::xperimental

measurements (Fig 6)0

The ,analogue equivalents are given in Table g and the circuit is shown

in ,Fig 0 120 The variation in the intensity of radiation with time was

simulated by a cam driven potentiometer ~ and readings of output voltage

Blmulating the temperature of the surface of the wood were taken at the

rate of ten peer second using a digital voltmeter connected to a high speed



60 E:xPE'RIMENTAL; RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (Contd)

6.7. Effect of downward radiation on fire spread along floor

punch.

The calculated spread of fire along IllJ wooden floor due to radiation

downwar-ds from various types of ceiling lining ri'rs' shown in Fig.13; the

curve for the perfectly insulating ceiling was calculated on the assumption

that the downward radiation immediately assumes its maximum value 0

The rate of spread of fire in the early stages depends on the rate

of rise of intensity of radiation. This is because the initial rise in

temperature of the floor due to an increase in intensity of radiation

occurs more rapidly than the increase of radiation itself. ':I!"he ultimate

distance of spread was a function of the maximum intensity of radiation,

except fibr stove~"enamelled hardboard.

The rate of rise of Lntens i,ty of radiation and the rate of spread

of fire can be correlated with the index of performance on the fire
~

propagation test.

7J;o CONCLUSIONS)

(1) ':I!"he lengths of flames from a fire on the flOOr flowing horizontally

beneath a non~combustible ceiling are increased by lining the ceiling

with a combustible board. With the size of floor fire used in these

experiments the mean flame length when the board was burning was about

twice that with an unlined ceiling, although there were considerable

fluctuations in flame length. Stove,=enamelled hardboard behaved

anomalously and gave much longer flame s o'

(2) JUthough the maximum flame length was greater than the length of the

ceiling lining with most materials in at least part of' the experiment

there is no evidence (except for stove~enamelledhardboard) that the

flames would have been much longer beneath a very long ceiling lining.

The flame length appeared to be controlled by the size of the floor fire.

(3) The intensity of radiation was about 1.0 W/cm
2

at the flame tips and it

increased exponent Lal.Iy t.owar-ds the rear of the corridor.

Ix "" eo~K(x=1) W/cm2

where 1 was flame length in metres from rear of corridor and K was
=1 ( )I:iIbout 0045 m 'except for stove=enamelled hardboar-d 0

= 17 ~



7. GO.NGLUS..LU.NS ,Gontd)

2he rate of rise of the intensity of downward radiation after ignition of the

primary fire depended on the type of lining material and its treatment and was

slowest for materials cl.assed as 'good' on the results of the Fire Propagation Test.

The maximum. intensity attained varied much less than the rate of rise and was

not correlated with the test results.

M8literials which ignite when the primar'y fire is small have relatively a

greater effect on fire spread as compared with those which do not ignite until

the primary fire is larger.

(4) The spread of fire over a strip of combustible material am the floor from

a localized source has been estimated from the downward radiation on the aasumptzlon

that there is no "f'eedback" from the floor fire to the ceiling. The initial rate of

spread over the floor can be correlated with the Fire Propagation Test Performance

Index of the material (Fig 14). The final distanoe of spread cannot be so correlated

but it did not vary greatly from one material to another except for stove-enamelled

hardboard where UJ:1.limited spread would apparently oceur , Where 'feedback t from

the floor fire to the ceiling can occur an accelerating rate of spread of fire would

result until other factors$ such as a shortage of air$ intervened. In these

circumstances the initial rate of spread would assume eyen greater JiJ.rnportance$

since the aocelerating spread would in effect be an accumulation of successive

il1.itial rates of spr-ead , rather in the same way as spread itself is a suocession

of ignitions 0

(5) It appears that the heat output from a burning ceiling may be controlled by

local mixing within the layer of hot gases and that when this is increased (eog.

by downward jets of f'Lame ] the heat output correspondingly increases • This may

be the explanation for the anomalous behaviour of stove~enamelled hardboard.
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APPENDIX 1

COPPER BLOCK CALORIMETERS

The copper block calorimeter was in principle similar to the copper

block absolute radiometer described by Simmstf. It consisted essentially

of' & block of' copper ~.4 em square and 1.27 em thick with its square faces

hori~ontal and the lower surf'a~e set flush with the surface of the ceiling

(Fig.1). Both the upper and lower surfaces were bLackened , The edges were

separated by a 0~76 mm air gap f'r-om a guard ring of' 1.27 em square section

copper. The temperatures of both block and guard ring were measured by

40 SWG chromel=alumel thermocouples which were connected to the data=

logging system. Generally the temperature of' the guard ring was higher

than that of' the block.

The gross rate of' heat transfer to the block in Jls was given by
2 dTB

Q :::: L d f e dt + ~ + QC = Qq = Q"V"g

where L .- length of side of' block _. 4.4 em

d -. thickness of' block := 1 .27 em

f -' density of' block -- 8.9 g/omS

c __ specific heat of block"" 00385 J g=1<ilJeg a=,1

T
B

:::: absolute temperature of' block in OK

QR
:::: heat lost by radiation f'rom all faces of' the block

QC
:::: heat by convection from upper f'ace of' block

~ :::: heat gained by conduction across air gap
G

and Qr g
,~..., heat gained by radiation across air gap

where

and

where

of surface of bloek~ here taken as 0.9

~ Stefan "s constant .~ 507 x 'I 2 J em~2s=1deg K-4

H '" coefficient of' heat loss by natural convection, here
=4 -2 =1 -1025

taken as 2,,5 x 10 J em s deg K

T .- absolute ambient temperature over block in OK
o

where K "'Co thermal conductivity of' air? which f'or- an ~ir temperature

of' T is taken &DS (60 '* 6T) x 10=6 J em=2 8 =1 deg K-1

T(;. ~ absolute temperature of guar-d ring in OK



and x = width of air gap ::: 0.76 rum

4
Qr g = 4Ld€oTc.

neglecting re-radiation between block and guard ring.

Inserting numerical values into these expressions and dividing

throughout by L
2 , the area of the lower face of the block, we obtain the

following expression for the gross rate of heat transfer in W/cm2•

dTB 11 4 4 1 25
Q:=4.. 35a.:t +1.62x10- T

B
+205x10- (TB-T

o)·

( ) -6 f) -1 2 . 4+ 910+9 01T 10 \TB-Tc. -5.92x10 Tc.

where T is taken to be t(TB+Tc.) OK

The va~ue for the rate of rise of temperature of the block,

dT/dt, was obtained from the temperature readings (small differences between

which were aceurate to 0.25 deg C) using a central difference formula assuming the

variation of TB with time could be fitted to a po~omial . formula. If

consecutive values of block temperature, at time intervals ofA t were

91 , G2 , 9
3

and 94 , then dT/dt:= (1/~t)(e1/24 - 279/24 + 279/24 - 9/24)

The value of block temperature ('dB) at the time when dT/dt had the

value given by the above formula was

The &bove calculations were easily performed using a computer to

process the punched tape output of the data-logger 0

- 21 -



APPENDIX 2

AUTOMATIC WEIGHT UNLOAJ1}ING DEVICE

The weighing device (Figo15) was a modified balance with the weighed

portion of the ceiling suspended from the right-hood arm. A number (!Jf wej.ghts,

all the same value ~ were attached at equal intervals along a lightweight cer-d ,

one end of which was secured to a winding drum driven hy a geared electric

motor. Initially~ the weights rested in a pan suspended from the left-hand

arm of the balanceo

A mercury switch operated by the balance arm actuated a relay which started

the moiior and also provided an electrical sig:tJ.a1 which was used to pr0vide an

autematic record ef the loss in weight. JJ. microswitch eperated by the Jill0ving

weights stopped the motoro

~he movement ef the balance beam~ due to a loss in weight ef the right

hand side" started the mefrer-. and wound UP) the cor-d until one weight had been

lifted ef':f' the pan; another weight then operated the switch to step the

motor, the balance beam meanwhi~e having moved back to its original position.

A further ~oss in weight of' the right=hand side restarted the process 0

= 22 ~
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